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Abstract—As the global IP traffic and its demand for computa-
tion increase in a rapid and sustained manner, processor, server,
and network architectures are also undergoing a considerable
evolution. Two of the manifestations of this evolution are the
integration of a large number of computing nodes in a single
server and the interconnection of many servers via high-speed
communication links. At present, however, the node-to-node com-
munication bandwidth is one of the severest resource bottlenecks
in massively parallelized applications. There is a concerted effort
by the academia and the industry to achieve higher data rate
by assembling multiple parallel links. This effort, however, is
inherently limited by many constrains, including space. Optical
interconnects, on the other hand, promise superior data rates,
lower transmission losses, and less inter-channel crosstalk when
compared to electrical interconnects. Development in this area
promise data rates in the range of Tera bits per second per link
and beyond. So far, however, little attention is given to the power
adaptiveness of optical interconnects.

In this paper, we present an optical interconnect concept which
adjusts its power consumption in response to the change in the
statistics of the incoming workload. The several components of
the link have been designed and developed in hardware. Based on
initial power and performance measurements of the components,
a link model of our optical interconnect was created. The
performance-power consumption characteristics of this model
was simulated applying different workload statistics and the
potential of the energy savings by the adaptivity have been
evaluated. It is revealed that the power consumption of our
optical interconnect reduces by up to 40% when its workload was
exponentially distributed (signifying underutilisation) compared
to a Weibull distribution workload (signifying full capacity
workload). This study confirms the high potential for power
saving in performance adaptive optical interconnects.

Index Terms—Energy-efficient computing, interconnects, mul-
ticore processor architecture, optical interconnects, parallel com-
puting, power model

I. INTRODUCTION

The global IP traffic has shown a rapid and sustained rise
in the recent years and evidence suggests that the trend will
continue so in the near future. According to a recent (June
02, 2016) forecast by Cisco’s Visual Networking Index [1],
the annual global IP traffic will “pass the zettabyte threshold
by the end of 2016”, reaching 2.3 ZB per year by 2020.
When compared with the 2015 index, global IP traffic will
increase nearly three times over the next 5 years, which means
that IP traffic will grow at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 22 percent by 2020. The introduction of cloud

computing has made a considerable contribution to the rise
in the communication, storage, and processing demand of IP
traffic. According to Cisco’s Global Cloud Index, by 2019
83 percent of all data centre traffic will come from the cloud
and 4 out of 5 data centre workloads will be processed in
the cloud [2]. Similarly, IBM forecasts that 80 percent of new
applications will be developed with cloud characteristics [3].

In order to deal with these phenomena, processor, server,
and network architectures are undergoing a considerable evolu-
tion. As far as multicore processor architectures are concerned,
the efficient integration of a large amount of cores in a
single chip, non-uniform cache hierarchies, fast and efficient
simultaneous multi-threading, and advanced branch prediction
strategies, among others, are being endeavoured by both the
industry and the research community. The goal is multi-fold.
At the core level, it is to significantly increase the number of
instructions that can be fetched, decoded, dispatched, issued,
and executed simultaneously [4], and, at the system level, it is
to enable intensive inter-processor communication with either
a very low latency or a very high bisection bandwidth [5].

As far as communication bandwidths are concerned, partic-
ular emphasis is being given to short-range communication.
Thus the data rates of intra-node, inter-node, and inter-cluster
interconnects are growing continuously. For example, the IBM
POWER8TM processor architecture can now provide up to
230 GB/s sustained memory bandwidth and 3.6 TB/s for
memory chip interconnect using 12 lanes per direction, each
lane supporting a data rate of 150 GB/s. Similarly, the PCI-
Express (PCI-e x16) is evolving from its current sustained
15.754 GB/s to 31.508 GB/s by the end of 2017 [6] whilst the
10 Gbit/s Ethernet will evolve to 400 Gbit/s by the end of 2017
[7]. The InfiniBand specification, which is extensively used for
inter-cluster communication in high performance computers,
currently achieves 290.91 Gbit/s sustained rate using 12 lanes,
each lane operating at 25 Gbit/s, but by the end of 2017, it is
projected to achieve 600 Gbit/s [8]. Nevertheless, compared to
the speed of processors and the achievable data rate of inter-
core communication, the achievable data rate of inter-node
and inter-cluster communication is still significantly small.
Furthermore, as the number of lanes per I/O port increases,
the size and power dissipations of electrical interconnects
become considerably high, thereby limiting the performance
and energy efficiency of data centres and high performance



computers.
The complementary options which the research and industry

communities are currently investigating, are optical intercon-
nects, because they yield high bandwidth-distance product, can
be manufactured with considerably small size and power dis-
sipation, and do not suffer from electromagnetic interference,
all of which will enable dense deployment. Both product level
installations and prototypes indicate that optical interconnects
can be employed to interconnect blade servers and serve as
mid-plane in data centre configurations [5], [9], [10], [11].
However, existing or proposed interconnects typically rely on
optical fibres and pay little attention to the design of the optical
elements. Moreover, there is almost no report in the literature
whether and how proposed interconnects can adapt their power
consumption to load fluctuation at the physical layer.

In this paper, we propose an optical on-board intercon-
nect concept and present its components which we designed,
optimised, and fabricated for inter-node communication. Our
interconnect has three novel features:

1) Unlike previously proposed optical interconnects which
use fibre optics as transmission medium, our intercon-
nect uses optical waveguides which can be integrated
into a server main board and, therefore, considerably
minimise the space requirement.

2) Whereas the main focus of the existing or proposed
optical interconnects is the achievable data rate, our
design equally takes the power consumption charac-
teristics of the interconnect into consideration. More
specifically, our interconnect is adaptive to its workload
in that it scales down its power consumption when it is
underutilised or idle.

3) Our initial power model suggests that the optical inter-
connect can be fine-tuned to produce additional reduc-
tion in power consumption when the load statistics is
known.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, we summarise related work and put ours in perspective.
In Section III, we describe the components of our optical
interconnects. In Section IV, we provide a detailed account
of the power consumption model we set up in order to
characterise the power consumption of the optical interconnect
for various workload statistics. Finally, in Section V, we give
concluding remarks and outline future work.

II. RELATED WORK

As the performance and complexity of computing and server
platforms increase, also the bandwidths at the inputs/outputs
(I/Os) need to rise in order to transmit the huge amount of
data between the several computing nodes in a multi-processor
environment. For example, the IBM POWER8TM processor
consists of 12 cores and the core throughput is supported
by an overall off-chip I/O bandwidth of 7.6 Tbit/s [12]. To
accommodate such a high link data rate and also the increasing
number of lanes per I/O port, optical interconnects are identi-
fied as a promising solution to connect multiple processors on
a board [5]. Compared to traditional copper-based electrical

interconnects, optical interconnects provide higher data rates
and bandwidth densities, lower transmission losses, lower
latencies as well as less inter-channel crosstalk. Additionally,
the energy efficiency of optical on-board interconnects can be
higher, particularly, at high data rates and large link distances
(optical links consume less power at distances above 10 cm
and 28 Gbps [13]).

In [9], a server architecture employing optical interconnects
has been proposed and developed. It is novel feature is the
use of high bandwidth mid-plane optical interconnects. In this
architecture the CPU blades of the server were connected
with the peripheral network switch, the PCI-e switch and
memory blades by optical multi-mode fibres (MMF) achieving
an aggregated throughput of 20 Tbit/s. A board-level optical
interconnect module with highly integrated parallel optical
transceivers and polymer waveguides integrated into the PCB
was shown in [14]. The system consists of 48 channels,
each at a data rate of 15 Gbit/s with an energy efficiency
of 9.7 pJ/bit, which provides an aggregated bi-directional
throughput of 360 Gbit/s at a total power consumption of
3.5 W. Furthermore, with a holey opto-chip consisting of 48
channels, an aggregated bi-directional data rate of 480 Gbit/s
was achieved [15]. Each channel of this interconnect works
up to 20 Gbit/s with an energy efficiency of 7.3 pJ/bit.
Recently, an optical end-to-end on-board interconnect with
embedded waveguides and 90◦ out-of-plane connectors was
demonstrated [16]. The demonstrator consists of 96 channels
each with a data rate of 25 Gbit/s totalling 2.4 Tbit/s ag-
gregated transmission capacity. The system was tested with
Leap R© high-speed on-board optical transceiver which enables
300 Gbit/s on 12 channels with an overall power consumption
of 5.8 W resulting in approximately 19 pJ/bit per channel.

Although it has been proven that optical interconnects can
achieve the bandwidth, latency and form factor requirements
of future data centres and computing interconnects, the energy
efficiency still has to be further improved. It is expected that
by 2020 the energy efficiency should be reduced to less than
1 pJ/bit for a channel data rate of 25 Gbit/s or more [17].
For significant reduction of the power consumption of the
optical interconnects in the near future, the current systems
have one major drawback. Mostly they are optimized by design
to accommodate the peak data rate of the transmission. In
this way, the links are statically operated always at their peak
performance and therefore peak power consumption, resulting
in a poor energy efficiency. However, in reality the data rates
of communication links vary dynamically over time depending
on the processors’ computation, the server’s workload and the
user requirements. This leads to the requirement of scalable
optical interconnect systems and architectures with tunable
performance and power consumption.

In recent years, research mainly focused on implement-
ing dynamic transmission systems at network level by re-
routing concepts and optimized switching architectures, for
instance [10], [18], [19], [20]. However, the end-to-end per-
formance and power consumption of the links are still static
and no link adaptivity has been implemented so far. There-



fore, jointly implementing performance and power adaptive
features directly in the optical interconnects on link system or
component level results in further improved energy-efficient
link utilization. In this paper, we introduce and study this
new adaptivity concept which allows the tuning of optical
communication links at system and component level at the
same time. The method is based on adapting the performance
and the power consumption of the electrical transceiver cir-
cuitry to the present transmission workload by changing their
operating points, for example, their bias currents. We have
made the first step towards developing an energy-efficient and
adaptive optical on-board chip-to-chip interconnection with
scalable data rates of up to 100 Gbit/s and an energy per bit
of less than 5 pJ/bit, as will be explained in the next section.

Each link consists of low-loss optical on-board waveguides
with optical coupling elements and high-speed low-power
laserdiode drivers (LDDs) with vertical-cavity surface-emitting
lasers (VCSEL) on the transmitter side as well as photodetec-
tors (PDs) with transimpedance/main amplifiers (TIAs/MAs)
and clock-data-recoveries (CDRs) at the receiver side. Except
the VCSEL and the PD, all those main components of the link
have been designed, optimized and characterized separately.
Each interconnect transceiver of the links can be individually
configured and scaled down in performance at runtime to
accommodate the actual workload requirements. With this, it is
expected that more than 50 % reduction in power consumption
can be achieved per link. In the following sections the potential
of the performance and power scaling is investigated based on
statistical models of the link performance and the individually
measured power consumption of the link components. In
future, the components will be integrated to the complete
link system and multiple links will be highly parallelized to
achieve 60 parallel transceiver channels in a single chip with
an aggregated bi-directional throughput of 12 Tbit/s.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE OPTICAL INTERCONNECT

The optical interconnect concept we propose in this paper
is intended to be employed in a server board architecture with
4× 4 computing nodes, as it is shown in Fig. 1. Assuming an
outer node matrix dimension of 10 cm × 10 cm, this results
in a connection length of <25 mm for the middle nodes and a
maximum length of 100 mm for the border nodes. The general
structure of the optical connections between computing nodes
includes in total 15 links from each node to its neighbouring
nodes, as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, each node will have 60
incoming and 60 outgoing optical connections each intended
to run up to 100 Gbit/s in future which results in a single
direction throughput of 6 Tbit/s for each node and an overall
throughput of 96 Tbit/s for the complete board, respectively.
The optical links are implemented as on-board polymer
waveguides which are either directly imprinted on the printed
circuits board (PCB) or laminated via a foil onto the PCB of
the server board. Each optical link describes a single channel
optical transmission system which uses the direct modulation
of a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL), as shown
in Fig. 3. The transmitter and receiver hardware chain consists

Fig. 1. Optical network on the board.

Fig. 2. An optical connection between two neighboring compute nodes
consisting of 15 outgoing and 15 incoming optical links.

of the following components:

Laserdiode driver (LDD): The LDD is an amplifier
which provides the data signal with sufficient voltage/current
swing to the VCSEL for the optical modulation. Furthermore,
it enables electrical matching between the laser and the
electrical data interface.
Vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL): The
VCSEL generates the optical carrier wavelength (usually
at 850 nm) for the optical data transmission. VCSELs are
directly-modulated devices by which the electrical data signal
is modulated onto the optical carrier.
Optical coupling elements: These elements connect the
optical output of the VCSEL as well as the optical input of
the photodiode with the optical on-board waveguide. They
are designed as 90◦ coupling elements.
Optical waveguide: The optical waveguide is the transmission
medium of the optical data link. This on-board waveguides
are designed for multimode operation [21], [22].
Photodiode (PD): The PD detects the optical signal and
converts it back to an electrical current.
Transimpedance amplifier (TIA): The TIA is the receiver
amplifier which converts the photocurrent of the PD into a
voltage with certain amplification.



Main amplifier (MA): The MA amplifies the voltage to
logical levels which can be processed by the following
mixed-signal or digital circuits of the link system. Doing so,
it also reshapes or just steepen the edges of the data signal.
Clock data recovery (CDR): The CDR extracts the clock
signal from the data signal and performs the retiming and
recovering the data signal.

To realize such an optical link, all components have been
designed, fabricated and measured, except the VCSEL
and the PD which were provided as commercial standard
components. Due to the optical components and the designed
CDR, currently the overall optical link data rate is optimized
and limited to 25 Gbit/s while the other circuitry such as the
LDD, TIA and MA can provide higher bandwidths and data
rates, respectively. One way of integrating the optical link
into a compute node is shown in Fig. 4 and explained in [23].

The realization of the optical interconnects requires a
low-loss, low-dispersion optical board-level interconnection
and out-of-plane coupling optics. Fabricated waveguides
using organic-inorganic hybrid ORMOCER R© material system
have been employed. They are designed for multi-mode
operation with low loss and a target bit rate length product of
50 Gbit/s × m in the 850 nm wavelength range [21].

If the computation load of a node is relatively low and, by
implication, its incoming and outgoing data traffic is small,
the performance of the optical link can be dynamically scaled
or reduced, so that power can be saved. While the power
consumption of PDs can be neglected (in µW range), the
VCSELs normally requires currents of up to 10 mA with a 2 V
supply voltage thereby consuming maximum 20 mW of power,
independent of the link performance. However, this is a small
value in comparison to the power consumption of the other
transceiver circuitry when operating in maximum performance
mode. Furthermore, the VCSEL bias is usually provided by
the LDD and hence, the VCSEL power consumption accounts
to the LDD one. Thus, the performance and power adaptivity
is enabled by the electrical circuitry of the link system. The
performance and power consumption of the circuits can be
scaled by changing the operating point of the circuits either
by tuning their bias voltages or their bias currents. In situations
in which low link data rates are sufficient, the supply current
can be reduced thereby reducing the components DC power
consumption. At the same time, however, the transconductance
of the transistors and, therefore, the gain of the amplifiers
drop due to lower bias currents. Since the signal levels at
the interfaces of the subsequent processing blocks like the
VCSEL or CDR should remain constant, the gain drop has
to be compensated.

In order to adaptively control the data rate and power
consumption of the receiver of the optical interconnection,
we have designed and fabricated a high-speed TIA/MA chip
with adaptive tuning mechanism in an advanced 130 nm SiGe
BiCMOS technology with a maximum transit frequency of
300 GHz [24]. Verification based on S-parameter measurement
has shown a constant gain of 69.8 dBΩ and a tunable operation

bandwidth between 12.8 GHz to 61.6 GHz (leading to data
rates between 18 Gbit/s to 88 Gbit/s) at a tunable power
consumption between only 66.1 mW to 78.1 mW. For keeping
the gain constant and to compensate the gain drop due to the
adaptive performance tuning, the TIA core was implemented
as a variable-gain TIA [25]. Neglecting the output driver of
the TIA/MA chip, which is only required for measurement
purposes, the power consumption of the TIA/MA core can be
reduced by 40 %. At highest speed the chip operates very
energy-efficient with an energy per bit of only 0.89 pJ/bit. For
use in optical data transmission the TIA/MA chip was bonded
to a PD as shown in Fig 5.

Furthermore, such an adaptive bandwidth and power con-
sumption tuning mechanism has been implemented in LDD
and CDR chips as well. Several power consumption regions
for different performances were determined for the LDD, TIA,
MA and CDR, as shown in Fig. 7 and Table I. In the next
section these different performance and power consumption
operating modes of the link are analysed and modelled. Using
different workload scenarios, the potential of the adaptive
tuning of the link is studied in Section IV.

IV. POWER MODEL

When considered individually and with respect to the
power consumption of processors, the power consumption
of a single interconnect may appear insignificant. However,
depending on the specific network topology, the number of
interconnects required to connect computing nodes is relatively
large. For instance, in a mesh topology network consisting
of n computing nodes, n(n − 1)/2 − n interconnects are
required. This amounts to 126 interconnects for 16 nodes and
2016 interconnects for 64 nodes. Hence, the overall power
consumption of interconnects can be up to 10 % of the overall
power consumption of a server [27], [28].

To put the power adaptiveness of our interconnect in per-
spective, we first investigated the power consumption charac-
teristic of a state-of-the-art 56 Gbit/s InfiniBand as a reference.
The interconnect was employed to establish a direct high-
speed link between two servers. It is supplied with power
through two power rails: A 3 V rail and a 12 V rail. When
idle, it consumed around 5 W. Then we transferred data for
two minutes from one of the servers to the other with full rate.
Thereafter we interrupted the data transfer for approximately
2 minutes, decoupled the interconnect from the system (the
interconnect was still physically connected but the operating
system did not recognise it) and then we resumed the data
transfer with full data rate once again. Our aim was to observe
the difference in power consumption between the various
states. For both power rails, the power consumption of the
interconnect sharply dropped when it was removed from the
system, otherwise, there was no conspicuous difference in
power consumption between the idle and the full-load states
(refer to Fig. 6).



Fig. 3. Optical link components based on VCSEL transmission.

Fig. 4. System integration of the optical link in the computing node.

Fig. 5. Chip mircograph of the TIA/MA chip bonded to a PD.
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Fig. 6. The power consumption of a 56Gbit/s InfiniBand interconnect. The
power was measured from the 3V and 12V lanes during an idle and a full-
bandwidth data transfer. Courtesy of Ilsche et al. [26].

TABLE I
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DATA RATE AND POWER CONSUMPTION
OF THE RECEIVER COMPONENTS WITH DIFFERENT OPERATION REGIONS.

Data Rate 
(Gbit/s) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 85

TIA
17.92mW@18.3Gbit/s 20.3mW@34.7Gbit/s 22.7mW@54.3Gbit/s

25.10mW@
84.9Gbit/s

MA
3.22mw@18.3Gbit/s 5.68mW@34.7Gbit/s 8.13mW@54.3Gbit/s

10.27mW@
84.9Gbit/s

CDR 6.97
mW
@6.25
Gbit/s

10.35
mW@
12.5
Gbit/s

16.81mW@25Gbit/s

10 15 20 25

20
30

40

DR (Gbit/s)

P 
(m

W
)

Fig. 7. The relationship between the data rate and power consumption of the
optical transmitter.

A. Device Specification and Workload Generation

At present, the components of our optical interconnects are
available separately (i.e., they are not yet assembled into a sin-
gle transceiver unit). Hence, in order to characterise the power
consumption of the optical interconnect, we first measured the
power consumption of the individual components separately.
Thus, for each receiver component, we identified the regions
where the power consumption changes in response to a change
in the data rate and produced Table I. There is a segmental
linear relationship between the power consumption and the
data rate of the optical transmitter, as can be seen in Fig. 7.
Then, we analysed the overall power consumption of the
transceiver by generating four types of workloads having dif-
ferent workload statistics signifying underutilised (exponential
distribution), normal (normal and uniform distribution), and
overloaded (Weibull distribution) conditions, respectively. For
each distribution, we first generated 10,000 random samples
with associated probability density using the R statistical tool.
Then for each random sample, we generated a corresponding
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Fig. 8. The relationship between the densities of the workload and the power
consumption of the optical interconnect during underutilised condition.
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Fig. 9. The relationship between the densities of the workload and the power
consumption of the optical interconnect under a normal load.

data rate and computed the corresponding overall power cost
to transfer a payload with the specified data rate between two
nodes, using Fig. 7 and Table I. Finally, we produced the
overall power consumption of the optical transceiver by adding
the power consumption of the individual components.

B. Power Consumption Characteristics

Figure 8 shows the relationship between power consumption
(P) and data rate (DR) when the optical interconnect was
underutilised (predominately idle; exponential workload dis-
tribution). The overall power consumption was approximately
45 mW and more than two-third of this amount was on account
of the receiver, clearly indicating that the idle power con-
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Fig. 10. The relationship between the densities of the workload and the power
consumption of the optical interconnect under a uniform load.
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Fig. 11. The relationship between the densities of the workload and the power
consumption of the optical interconnect under overloaded condition.

sumption of the optical receiver is dominant on account of the
transimpedance amplifier (TIA). Figure 9 displays the power
consumption of the optical interconnect when it was supplied
with a normally distributed workload which varied around
15 Gbit/s. Interestingly, the power consumption assumed a
more or less normal distribution, centring approximately at
61 mW as well. The figure suggests that approximately a
linear relationship between the data rate and the overall power
consumption can be established when the statistics of the trans-
ferred workload is normally distributed. Unfortunately, this
relationship disappears when the workload statistics becomes
uniform distributed (as can be seen in Fig. 10). In reality,
however, the workload of the interconnect, which we assume,
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for different workload statistics.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the normalised energy consumption of the optical
interconnect taking the energy consumption of the dense workload (Weibull
distribution) as the normalising factor.

arises from the aggregate workloads of different applications,
most likely will have a normally distributed workload in
accordance with the Central Limit Theorem.

Figure 11 displays the case when the interconnect was over-
loaded (Weibull workload distribution). A non-linear property
is apparent in the power consumption of the transmitter than
in the receiver, which has a predominantly normal distribution
centering approximately at 43 mW. But the overall power
consumption of the transceiver was non-linear as well.

C. Energy Consumption

In order to make a quantitative comparison between the
power consumption characteristics of the different workload
statistics, we calculated the 1 h energy consumption of the in-
terconnect. Referring to Fig. 12, for the exponential workload,
the overall energy consumption was 164.6 W h whereas for
the uniform and normal distributed workloads, it was 208 and
212 W h, respectively. The difference in power consumption
between these two workloads is insignificant even though their
power consumption characteristics appeared to be significantly
different. By contrast, for the Weibull workload, the energy
consumption was significantly larger, 275 W h. If we take the
power consumption of the Weibull workload as a reference, the
power consumption of the interconnect reduced by 40 % when
processing the exponential workload, whilst the reduction was

approximately 20 % for the uniform and normal workloads
(Fig. 13).

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an adaptive and energy-efficient
optical interconnect concept for node-to-node communication
in a multi-core, multi-processor server setting. We were mo-
tivated by the possibility of higher data rates, lower trans-
mission losses, and less inter-channel crosstalk which optical
interconnects can offer when compared to electrical intercon-
nects. Additionally, the energy efficiency of optical on-board
interconnects can be higher at high data rates and large link
distances. However, existing or proposed optical interconnects
consume a more or less fixed amount of power under different
workloads.

One of the key features of the proposed optical interconnect
is the dynamic adjustment of the operating points of the
individual transceiver components in response to a change in
the workload statistics. The electrical circuitry such as LDD,
TIA/MA and CDR were designed for the link system and
equipped with adaptive performance and power consumption
tuning. All components were individually characterized in the
lab and different performance and power consumption regions
have been determined. We generated different workload statis-
tics signifying underutilised, normal, and overloading condi-
tions and investigated the power consumption of a complete
optical interconnect in these conditions based on the individual
measurement results. Particularly, when the workload statistics
assumed a normal distribution, the relationship between the
workload and the power consumption became almost linear.
Furthermore, the optical interconnect consumed 40 % less
energy when underutilised compared to the energy it consumed
when it was transferring data approximately at full capacity.
Likewise, its energy consumption was 20 % lower when it was
operating with normally and uniformly distributed workloads.

Furthermore, we computed the overall power consumption
of the optical interconnect based on first power consumption
measurements of the individual components, because the inter-
connect is not yet assembled as a single unit. Our future work
is to put these components together. This would also enable
us to explore further adaptation possibilities and to refine our
power consumption model.
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